InBred Line (IBL) & Landrace Clones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRAIN NAME (PLANT #)</th>
<th>TYPE OF EFFECT</th>
<th>FLOWER TIME</th>
<th>GENERATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kandahar Afghan</td>
<td>Indica</td>
<td>8-9 weeks</td>
<td>IBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Heirloom indica strain from a small village in Kandahar brought over in the 70s and kept preserved in California, given to Bodhi to sell through the Nierika Seed Trust. Great breeding tool and easy to grow inside or outside. Cool fade color when grown under LED. Popcorn nugs of pure indica smoke that’s relaxing to the body but doesn’t cause couch lock. - Great for day or night time. Nice relaxing body high. Reported to help with insomnia and anxiety.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vintage Pakistani 1</td>
<td>Sativa</td>
<td>9-10 weeks</td>
<td>Landrace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pakistani landrace rare sativa type with soaring clear headed high from the Nierika Seed Trust. Great breeding tool. <strong>Red hair pheno.</strong> - Quick finishing sativa reported to help with PTSD and ADHD. Sharp mental focus, motivating strain.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey Balls (Deep Chunk) #18</td>
<td>Indica</td>
<td>9-10 weeks</td>
<td>IBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A Tom Hill original creation of Deep Chunk bred in the US for over 20 years and f2ed by Hazeman and named Monkey Balls. Not much of a taste on this one. It’s quite different. But very strong body and sedative effects. Great for nighttime. Old Afghan line that’s a very popular medical strain. Reported to be very dominant in crosses. #15 gets a beautiful blue/purple coloring to it. #6/7 gets super dark purple.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Sur Holy Weed</td>
<td>Sativa</td>
<td>9-10 weeks</td>
<td>IBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Zacatecas Purple x Afghani. Old school Mexican/Afghani hybrid bred to an heirloom sativa in the 70's (central coastal California). A monk named Perry living in the Big Sur area back in the 70s originally developed this strain. Psychedelic and trippy Big Sur Holy Weed will take you back in time. Afghani/Mexican hybrid masterfully bred towards the sativa high and the indica frame. The true magic of this strain is the amazing sublime sativa high, a beautiful blast from the past.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigerian Sunshine</td>
<td>Sativa</td>
<td>8-9 weeks</td>
<td>IBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nigerian Landrace x Blue Moon Rocks. A worked landrace x polyhybrid African line by team Swami, incorporating the 1976 Nigerian landrace from Coot. This line holds a truly unique expression in cannabis in flavor, scent and overall effect. The mother seed was found in a tribal region by a couple “searching for exotic textiles”. In a certain dispensary in Washington State that is frequented by veterans from the gulf and Afghanistan wars, it was found that this was the only type around today that truly comforts and relieves the effects of PTSD. Flowering periods from 55 to 65 with average to high yields. Veterans like this one for PTSD and anxiety relief. ***limited time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sannie's Jack</td>
<td>Mostly Sativa</td>
<td>11-13 weeks</td>
<td>IBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sensi Seeds Jack Herer f8. This is a worked line from Sannie’s Seeds in the Netherlands. Sannie got the original Jack Herer that was all the rage in the Netherlands in the late 90’s, around 1998 and has worked the strain all the way to f8. It’s a super uniform, very branchy, but very structurally sound with huge baseball bat sized colas at the top of each branch. It’s a pure big yielding clear headed sativa head rush with strong smells of lemon with a slight mintyness. Great daytime smoke. Great plant for breeding, as you can test out with our Jack Light5 and OG Jack.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
****All clones are $25.95 each. Buy 5, get the 6th for 1 penny!  CASH ONLY - BUY “AS IS “ - NO RETURNS

Kashmir Azad

- From deep inside one of the most disputed areas in the world, the Kashmir Azad is a masterpiece of Asian genetics. The region has a very harsh climate, with high elevation, and a mountainous landscape. If you think Oklahoma weather is rough, check out Kashmir sometimes. Easy to grow inside with super serrated leaves and a very unique floral like smell.

’79 Christmas Tree Bud

- Old school Pakistani landrace brought over to the US in 1979 and kept in line for years, recently released by Useful Seeds. Known in some areas for coming out each year around Christmas and for it’s pine tree smell. Not a big producer but it produces awesome pine scented flower with an euphoric like high. (1 PENNY CLONE ONLY)

True f1 Hybrid Clones (IBL or Landrace crossed to a different IBL or Landrace)

Too Buku #3

- (Vietnam Black x Thai) x Herijuana. 3-way f1 Hybrid from Mantis Medgrower, created in Sonoma, brings two powerhouse strains together for that classic Sativa/Indica f1 hybrid. Vietnam Black/Thai dominate. Lankier pheno with pure sativa motivating clear head high. Colors get brighter!

Too Buku #26

- (Vietnam Black x Thai) x Herijuana. 3-way f1 Hybrid from Mantis Medgrower, created in Sonoma, brings two powerhouse strains together for that classic Sativa/Indica f1 hybrid. Herijuana dom. Very strong cannabis that you will feel instantly. Can cause daydreaming, disassociation, etc. #22 gets purple/black coloring with COB LEDs. #21 is the fastest yielder.

Dread Bread #4

- (Mango Biche x Old Mother Ghani) Supernatural Selections creation of a Central American favorite, considered the Blue Dream of the region because it grows great everywhere, crossed to the Afghani male. Huge plants with great yields. Mango dominant pheno. Fastest to flower.

Dread Bread #10

- (Mango Biche x Old Mother Ghani) Supernatural Selections creation of a Central American favorite, considered the Blue Dream of the region because it grows great everywhere, crossed to the Afghani male. Huge plants with great yields. Frostiest Afghan dominant pheno.

Blue Orca x 1985 Road Kill Skunk/Uruapan #11

- Reach across time and space and grow out this unique f1 cross by Swami Seeds. Blue Orca is a legendary cut from a 1971 old Afghan line and is the sister to The One. The 1985 RKS/Uruapan is from a legit RKS line grown in Mexico. Sulphur amendments might help bring out more of the RKS smells.

Purple Monkey Ghani #2

- Monkey Balls #6 x Kandahar Afghan. Indica lovers f1 dream right here folks. Expect big yielding, heavy hitting Afghan power from this plant. Easy to grow and almost bulletproof. This is a true f1 cross, bred in Oklahoma.
**All clones are $25.95 each. Buy 5, get the 6th for 1 penny!**  
CASH ONLY - BUY “AS IS “ - NO RETURNS

### Polyhybrid & Backcross Clones

**84% Pure Gooey**  
Mostly Indica  
8-9 weeks  
Backcross  
-Afghani x Maui Haze. BX2 of the famous 35 year old “Mom” Gooey from Gooeybreeder, “this stage of Pure Gooey seed making yielded some strong plants that still held onto some of the indy traits from s1. Great mom traits expressed but tends to be sedative in the high than the more sativa dominant Pure Gooey (Afghani x Maui Haze). Still follows moms timing ~8-9weeks.” ***limited time

**Nikah #3**  
Mostly Sativa  
9-10 weeks  
f1 Hybrid  
-Triangle Kush x Old Mother Ghani. Frosty pheno of the famous kush clone from Florida crossed to a super potent old-school Afghan male by way of Bodhi. Great fruity OG flavor from the Triangle Kush mixed up with the pungent OMG male. #3 is the frosty pheno. #7 is stronger/less frost.  
- Great anytime smoke but can be a little overwhelming for inexperienced consumers.

**New Berry #6**  
Mostly Indica  
8-9 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
-Blue Heaven f4 x Blueberry f4. Cannabis legend breeder DJ Short’s first release in over 10 years! DJ created Blueberry and used his most potent f4 male to create this new beautiful tasty blueberry treat. Seeds were a very limited release as this plant should be a keeper if you’re into blueberry tasting cannabis. Gets a dark blue/purple/black type color to it.  
- Reported to be very relaxing and to help with anxiety.

**Cosmic Serpent #8**  
Slightly Indica  
9-10 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
-Hawaiian Blood Dragon f3 x Wookie. Bodhi’s Blood dragon has a recessive “bleeding” trait where (all the males had this trait, but no females) plants bleed red when stems are clipped. Fruit bowl/Halls of Medicine smells with the largest yield of this cross. #8 is a very bushy plant! #10 is more squat. Not recommended for outdoor growing in Oklahoma.

**Love Triangle #24**  
Slightly Indica  
10 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
-Triangle Kush x Snow Lotus. Love Triangle is a spectacular plant with great yields and the most unique strawberry/cherry like playdoh tasting buds. Try this and you’ll always have a cut in your garden. Great mellow easy going daytime friendly high. Grows more lanky/sativa like. #10 is the HUGE yielder. #28 is the Luden’s pheno. #25 is the strongest flower.

**Deep Line Alchemy 5 #13 (Skunk Ass Pheno)**  
Indica  
9 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
-Artifact #1 x 1988 G13/Hash Plant. Artifact #1 is an old Afghan Bodhi says smells like a road kill skunk, with super acrid smells. The old school smelly Afghan crossed to Bodhi’s powerhouse hash plant will yield nice, dense, strong indica buds for a nice nighttime relaxation.  
- Most of the G13/HP crosses are reported to be very strong indicas. Acrid smells have been reported to be brought out more using sulfur amendments to the soil. *Read more on online forums like Rollitup.

**Deep Line Alchemy 6 #9**  
Indica  
9-10 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
-Iraqi Ranya x 1988 G13/Hash Plant. Iraqi Ranya comes from StrayFox’s brother who served in Iraq and brought these seeds back. The line has some very good strains for making hash and Bodhi crossed a selected female with his ‘88 G13/Hash Plant male in his 6th version of hash plant remixes.  
- Most of the G13/HP crosses are reported to be very strong indicas. The Iraqi Ranya has more of a fruity smell and flavor to it compared to traditional hash plants in the region.
All clones are $25.95 each. Buy 5, get the 6th for 1 penny! CASH ONLY - BUY “AS IS” - NO RETURNS

**Purp5**
- *Da Purps x Northern Light 5.* Lucky creation made in Sonoma by the Mantis Medgrower using a clone only Da Purps cut crossed to Northern Light 5. Da Purps yielded small diamond studded frosty popcorn nugs with the best grape soda like flavor and a slight purple coloring. Adding NL improved the yield tremendously while keeping the great flavor, frost, and effects. 52-57 days.
- Great indica relaxing high that’s not too much of a knockout strain. Uplifting and okay to smoke during the day. But beware, too much can put you sleep.

**Gorilla Biscuit**
- *Sensi Star Terpentine cut x Stardawg 195.* Created by Seeds of Compassion. This strain is rumored to be very popular for commercial growers because of it super squat structure and large bud production. Real turpentine smell with a slight lemon in there. Short plant that’s easy to grow with nice yields. Very strong cannabis with a highly desirable terp profile.

**Black Triangle**
- *Triangle Kush x 1988 G13/Hash Plant.* Florida OG crossed to the famous Bodhi hashplant male. Very potent. Hash plant dominant pheno, less fruity taste, strong body high. Medium yield. 1-1.5x stretch on flower. ***limited time

**King’s Banner XIII**
- *King Louis XIII OG x Bruce Banner.* Two outstanding strains combined to bring ultimate kushyness and potency together. This heavy hitter will cause couch lock effect. Very good variety for medical use will combat pain and insomnia. Bred by DarkHorse Genetics.

**OG Jack #2 (Jack Herer dominate pheno)**
- *Tahoe OG Kush x Sannie’s Jack Herer f6.* Tahoe OG from Cali Connection 2011 Cannabis Cup winner crossed to the Sannie’s flagship Jack Herer stud gives huge yields of lemon like Jack tastes and smell with a robust Jack influenced structure. **#2 is more Jack dom.** Expect more sativa effects. Large yields. Created by Mantis Medgrower. Good for stress relief, depression, and creativity.

**OG Jack #11 (Tahoe OG Kush dominate)**
- *Tahoe OG Kush x Sannie’s Jack Herer f6.* Tahoe OG from Cali Connection 2011 Cannabis Cup winner crossed to the Sannie’s flagship Jack Herer stud gives huge yields of OG flavor and nice robust Jack influenced structure. **#11 is more Tahoe dom** with a really unique Tahoe OG smell/taste mixed with a slight Jack Herer minty fresh taste. Expect more OG body indica like effects. Large yields. Created by Mantis Medgrower.

**Stonemason #1**
- ’95 Black Domina ’69 x Skunk #18. Mother placed -1st place Indoor Indica, 2018 Humboldt County Cup. Extremely Musk dirt kush taste and smell. Transfers to flavor very well. Knock down narcotic herb. Extremely caked in silver fat trichome heads and underneath she is usually coated back in purple streaks to full on purple flower depending on temperature. Average to above average yield. Node spacing is average. Calyx to leaf ratio is low she just twists and taco resins it all up. Easy trim. Not overly branchy being a true Afghani in nature. Bred by NatureFarmer in Oregon. Gets purple color.

**Northern Light 5 #8**
- ’89 Northern Lights #5 “Noof Cut” x BCSC Northern Lights #5. Remember the Sensi Seed catalogs back in the late 80s, early 90s? If you don’t, check out our “pictures” page on this website and you’ll see what the Noof cut is. She’s the plant in those pictures, the poster child of Northern Lights #5.
Bodhi got a clone of this plant and crossed it to the British Colombia Seed Company Northern Lights #5 male he selected to rejuvenate the Northern Lights genetics. We open pollinated a pack of those seeds to offer f2 seeds (listed below) and some f2 selected cut here. These plants will get the classic NL “fade” resulting in pink, red, and yellow hues throughout. Beautiful, strong, and nice to breed with. Males in this line seem to increase yield and strength, while giving way to the females tastes, look, and effects. This #8 plant is a “chem” leaning pheno that will have the color fade and a nice, more electric, sativa like effects of the bunch. #12 is the skunky pheno. #31 is more chem like/fast grower.

**Pineapple Thai #8**
- Mostly Sativa
- 8-9 weeks
- f1 Polyhybrid
- Pineapple Thai Clone x Jack the Ripper

This pineapple thai cross was made by 707 Seeds in Sonoma and the #8 plant has the exact smell and similar growth pattern of the original mom. The original pineapple thai clone in Sonoma reportedly produces 15% THC and 10% CBD for the best daytime euphoria from the 3:2 THC:CBD ratio. #9 is less sweet, but bigger yielder.

**Jack Light5 #1 (Jack dominate cut)**
- Mostly Sativa
- 10 weeks
- f1 Polyhybrid
- Sannie’s Jack x Northern Light5

In house creation from our own Mantis Medgrower matching up our old school 1998 Jack Herer line from Sannie crossed to the Northern Light5 from Bodhi featuring the Noof cut from 1989. The NL influence really re-awakens this classic Jack Herer line. Could be our biggest yielder too! This #1 plant is a dead-ringer of the original Jack Herer in Amsterdam from ’98. Tastes like a lemon, black licorice and pepper fusion. Gives you a big time uppity high with a slight haze like the original. Great plant and super vigorous. Easy to grow for beginners. Shorter flower time than Jack Herer.

**Jack Light5 #3 (Passion Fruit cut)**
- Mostly Sativa
- 10 weeks
- f1 Polyhybrid
- Sannie’s Jack x Northern Light5

In house creation from our own Mantis Medgrower matching up our old school 1998 Jack Herer line from Sannie crossed to the Northern Light5 from Bodhi featuring the Noof cut from 1989. The NL influence really re-awakens this classic Jack Herer line. Could be our biggest yielder too! This #1 plant is a dead-ringer of the original Jack Herer in Amsterdam from ’98. The Passion Fruit cut was a very pleasant surprise. Don’t let the Jack like smell fool you. Each exhale finishes in a nice passion fruit flavor in your mouth. Really awesome. Similar soaring Jack high with some haze. Nice yields and grows more squat than the #1.

**’91 Christmas #5**
- Slightly Indica
- 9 weeks
- f1 Polyhybrid
- ’91 Chem Skunk Va (Chemdog) x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud

Really cool cross from Useful Seeds that we expect big things from. This might be one of the best versions of Chemdog that you can find because of the influence of the Christmas Tree Bud from Pakistan. The Chemdog is reported to pop nanners (go hermaphrodite) if pushed to hard or stressed too much. We believe the Pakistani genetics might have helped with this and have seen no sign of nanners in our “torture chamber” grow room. Be careful though, this is strong meds and can stink up your entire neighborhood if you’re not careful. If smell is something you are worried about, don’t grow this plant!

**Cheese BX #8**
- Mostly Sativa
- 9-10 weeks
- Backcross
- Exodus Cheese x (Exodus Cheese x Aloha White Widow)

Cheese is back! Along with the skunks, stinky cannabis is back in favor. Cheese is special, from Skunk#1 originally, and is the total package. It is mostly sativa, but a shorter sativa. Has an extra sharp cheddar cheese smell with big yields for a shorter sativa. It has pleasant smooth taste, a taste that makes you wanting more. An up high that helps with pain but doesn't pin you to your chair.
****All clones are $25.95 each. Buy 5, get the 6th for 1 penny!  **CASH ONLY - BUY “AS IS “ - NO RETURNS**

**Polecat BX**

*Slightly Sativa*  
9-10 weeks  
Backcross  
- Chemdog '91 x SSSC Skunk 1 x (Chemdog '91 x SSSC Skunk 1 x Skelly Hashplant x SSSC Skunk 1)  
First offering from Duke Diamond at Dominion Seed Company - this is the backcross of their Polecat '91 which has received some great reviews in the grower community. Nice strong chem smells and nice tight buds. As with all Chem crosses, be careful not to feed too much or you could cause the plant to stress and intersex traits could appear. Should be more like the original Chemdog than the '91 Christmas and has a garlic like flavor.

**Pinball Wizard #1**

*Mostly Sativa*  
10-11 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
- *Super Silver Haze x Wookie 15.* Another classic elite cross to the Wookie male from Bodhi. This is a more fruity version of the SSH with enormous yields and a similar sativa high to the Jack crosses. Quickly becoming an internet legend with the baseball bat sized buds you can get in a tent. Great strain for those looking for old Silver Haze strength with the Wookie taste in there.

**Dragon Af v2 #4**

*Slightly Indica*  
9-10 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
- *Cosmic Serpent #10 x Kandahar Afghan.* First clone release of an Oklahoma made in-house cross using some stellar genetics. We release a limited number of these in seed form and now we have one of our selected plants from version 2 using the #10 mom. Vigorous plant with a soft sweet smell to her similar to Bounce dryer sheets and a slight skunky smell from the Afghan influence. You'll notice a big injection of vigor from these plants which means less veg time and larger yields.

**Strawberry Cough**

*Mostly Sativa*  
9 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
- *Kyle Kushman's Strawberry Cough x Strawberry Cough f1.* This cross was made from Hazeman and is a very vigorous plant known for a sweet strawberry taste and a strong smoke that can cause people to cough. Medicinal qualities are reported with this plant, including reports that it helps with anxiety and has euphoric effects in a sativa like high. This is first contestant in the OCC “Strawberry Showdown.”

**Trey Way #2**

*Slightly Indica*  
8-9 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
- *Black Triangle #3 x Kandahar Afghan.* Black Triangle brought on the indica “in the couch” like body stone to it with a slight sweet smell and some hash flavors with an ok yield. With this cross, we were looking to add a little more funk to the smell, more indica body feel, and improved vigor from the Kandahar. Looks like we found it in this plant. Try growing this next to a Black Triangle or a Kandahar Afghan to see the differences in the genetics. Bred in Oklahoma by Plant Time Genetics.

**Strawberry Goji #4**

*Slightly Indica*  
9-10 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
- *Goji OG x Strawberry Milk.* This is our Bodhi made strawberry strain entry in our “Strawberry Showdown.” Almost guaranteed to put a new spin on the Strawberry strains. Goji is a very large yielding powerhouse of a plant crossed to his Strawberry Milk, with more Nepal OG influence. Watch out Strawberry Cough. This one might be the dark horse for some y’all, but we expect magic here.

**Strawberries & Cream #6**

*Slightly Indica*  
8-9 weeks  
f1 Polyhybrid  
- *Strawberries & Cream f2.* Exotic Genetix has been stacking up Cannabis Cups all around the country. Beautiful plants that are almost guaranteed centerfolds if grown correctly. This is the 3rd and final contestant in our “Strawberry Showdown.” Which is the best Strawberry strain?
****All clones are $25.95 each. Buy 5, get the 6th for 1 penny!  CASH ONLY - BUY “AS IS “ - NO RETURNS

Clones coming soon:

**Guerilla Fume’** *(SilverChem x Chemdog 91 BX3 Male)*  
Himalayan Parvati IBL  
Kashmir 91X (Kashmir Azad x ’91 Christmas)

Plant Time Genetics - Seed Packs of 10 regular sex seeds ($34.60 each pack)

Trey Dub v1  
 Mostly Indica  9-10 weeks  f1 polyhybrid  
- *Nikah #3 x Kandahar Afghan.* The Triangle Kush influence in the Nikah meshed nicely with the Old Mother Ghani father. Now we’ve added another Afghan to the mix for an Oklahoma triple-double, called Trey Dub. Nikah #3 was the frostiest Nikah, with a grapefruit like funky smell. Made in Oklahoma!

Plant Time Genetics - Seed Packs of 10 regular sex seeds ($43.25 each pack)

Buy 3 packs of seeds, get the 4th pack for a PENNY!

Berry Christmas  
 Mostly Indica  9-10 weeks  f1 polyhybrid  
- *Newberry #6 x ’91 Christmas.* Our favorite Newberry mom giving those purple hues, even on the stems, with a nice berry flavor and smell. The ’91 Christmas brings the extra fuel. 2020 release made here in Oklahoma.

Frostbite  
 Slightly Indica  9-10 weeks  f1 polyhybrid  
- *Too Buku #26 x ’91 Christmas.* Using the Too Buku pina colada smelling frosty mom crossed to ’91 Christmas bringing out the diesel gas smells to it for a funky 90s island party bouquet of aromas. Really unique terps to explore with these. Made in Oklahoma.

Dread Christmas  
 Slightly Indica  10 weeks  f1 polyhybrid  
- *Dread Bread #4 x ’91 Christmas.* Should be some sour diesel like phenos to in there. Citrus like Afghan funk smells of the dread bread mom with some chem pine like smells from the ’91 Christmas line is what we’re looking for with this one. Made in Oklahoma.

NL5 91X  
 Slightly Indica  9 weeks  f1 polyhybrid  
- *Northern Light5 (’89 Sensi Noof cut x BCSC NL5 f2) #12 x ’91 Christmas.* The #12 is one of our stand out f2s from the NL5 beans and has a nice skunk smell, great structure, with large production. The ’91s should bring more gas smells to this one. Should find some stronger indica phenos with great structure, production, and resin content. Made in Oklahoma.

Skid MarX  
 Mostly Indica  9-10 weeks  f1 polyhybrid  
- *Deep Line Alchemy 5 #13 (Skunk Ass Pheno) x ’91 Christmas.* This is our attempt at bringing out the stinkiest, most rank gas and skunk terps we have. The DLA5 by itself is almost too nasty smelling and tasting to stomach smoking it, but the strong medicinal effects make it worth each hit. The diesel like chem smells of the ’91 Christmas should help ease the stink into a smell more acceptable. Both parents have great structure and yields, so expect a very well structured plants and great yields. Get some! Made in Oklahoma.
Holy 91X  
_Slightly Sativa _9 weeks  
_f1 polyhybrid  
- _Big Sur Holy Weed x '91 Christmas_. The BSHW is a super special IBL with a very unique tropical fruit salad smell to it and a slight body odor smell that makes you want to keep smelling it - seriously. Taste is nice and sweet. The BSHW should come in quite dominate but both plants have great structure, so we should easily find some killer phenos with the nice sweet smell and some added funk/diesel. Looking for terp Heaven here. Made in Oklahoma.

Kandahar 91X  
_Mostly Indica _9 weeks  
_f1 polyhybrid  
- _Kandahar Afghan #2 x '91 Christmas_. Make sure the refrigerator and your couch are nearby for these. The Kandahar mom has the best body high we have and feels like a muscle relaxer almost and while the '91 Christmas can give you the muchies. Looking for some super tough plants with great structure and yields with a large Afghan big leaf stinky sock drawer smell influence. Fun plants will be found here. Made in Oklahoma.

'91 Christmas f2s  
_Slightly Indica _8-10 weeks  
_f2 polyhybrid  
- _'91 Christmas x '91 Christmas_. Open pollination f2s made here in Oklahoma from the original f1s created by Useful Seeds, using the Chem '91 SKVA x '79 Christmas Tree Bud. The #5 female f1 we have in clone form is a really special plant and these seeds, being f2s should have a nice variation of traits displayed with some Chemdog phenos to more '79 CTB like phenos and everything in between.  
(1PENNY SEEDS ONLY)

Slam Piece  
_Sativa _9-10 weeks  
_f1 polyhybrid  
- _Jack Light5 (passionfruit cut) x Big Sur Holy Weed_. Passionfruit terps meet the tropical body order terms of the BSHW. Two sativas combine to give a pure rush of adrenalin with some fruity tropical terpenes. Should be some awesome high production plants in here with a wild fruity explosion of tastes. Hold on. Made here in Oklahoma.

Dready Weed v2  
_Mostly Sativa _9-10 weeks  
_f1 hybrid  
- _Dread Bread #10 x Big Sur Holy Weed_. Two powerhouse strains combine for an ultimate 3-way f1. Dread Bread is the Bodhi f1 magic big yielder and we crossed her to the Big Sur Holy Weed, a renowned IBL from a monk in California. What could go wrong? Expect big things with lots of terps, big yields, and dripping buds. Made in Oklahoma.

**Seeds coming soon:**  More Big Sur Holy Weed Crosses & '79 Christmas Tree Bud crosses!

*You can substitute any PENNY purchases, including hats, shirts, seeds, and clones (when available).*
****All clones are $25.95 each. Buy 5, get the 6th for 1 penny!  CASH ONLY - BUY “AS IS “ - NO RETURNS

Useful Seeds - Seed Packs of 10 FEMINIZED & regular sex seeds ($60.54 each pack)
NOT AVAILABLE AS PENNY SEEDS

Orange Cookies x Chocolate Diesel  Slightly Indica  9-10 weeks  FEMINIZED
- Smells range from orange creamsicles to the smell of a skunk being beaten with a bag of oranges. 63-70 days. Orange Cookies’ potency and bag appeal are clear as it won 2nd Best Hybrid Flower in the 2015 High Times Social Media Cannabis Cup and carries a THC composition that ranges from 15% to 20%! The father, Chocolate Diesel (reversed) is a heavy yielding, Sativa dominant cross (made from Maphial in the mid-2000s) that was offered as an auction item and was rare from it’s very beginning. The line brings together genetics from the Reservoir Seeds’ “Sour Diesel” (a v1.5 version male selection) and Dutch Flowers’ “Chocolate Trip.” (Katsu’s f1 cut)

Black Jack x Chocolate Diesel  Slightly Sativa  10 weeks  FEMINIZED
- Useful’s cut of Black Jack from Sweet Seeds is a cross between two Sensi Seeds parents — the mostly indica, Afghani landrace-derived Black Domina and the more balanced Jack Herer. The nugs are large and dense, sometimes with a purple tint to the leaves. Very sticky and difficult to break up by hand. The high resin content of this strain makes it ideal for the production of hash and other THC concentrates. Chocolate Diesel is a sativa dominate cannabis strain made by Maphial in mid-2000’s, that was offered only as an auction-item and was rare from its very beginning. The line brings together genetics from the Reservoir Seeds’ “Sour Diesel” (a v1.5-version male-selection) and Dutch Flowers’ “Chocolate Trip” (Katsu’s F1-Cut). 10 Feminized Seeds per pack!

Chocolate Diesel f3s  Slightly Sativa  10 weeks  f3 polyhybrid
- Chocolate Trip x Sour Diesel. Chocolate Diesel is a sativa dominate cannabis strain made by Maphial in mid-2000’s, that was offered only as an auction-item and was rare from its very beginning. The line brings together genetics from the Reservoir Seeds’ “Sour Diesel” (a v1.5-version male-selection) and Dutch Flowers’ “Chocolate Trip” (Katsu’s F1-Cut). Flowers in about 10 weeks.

Shoreline Genetics - Seed Packs of regular sex seeds ($60.54 each pack)
NOT AVAILABLE AS PENNY SEEDS

Shoreline BX  Mostly Indica  8-9 weeks  Backcross
- Shoreline x Deadhead OG. Shoreline is indica dominant, created by breeders at the infamous Sensi Seeds farms as an older phenotype of Sensi Skunk. This strain first appeared in the 1980's as an "old school skunk" and gets its name from the Shoreline Amphitheater, where the Grateful Dead had a monumentally successful concert debut. This dank bud boasts a moderate THC level ranging from 18-23% on average and a myriad of potent indica and sativa effects. Users describe the Shoreline high as one that leaves you intensely euphoric and uplifted with a sense of social encouragement and creative inspiration.

Crippy  Slightly Sativa  9 weeks  f1 polyhybrid
- East Coast Sour Diesel x Crippy. East coast delight here bringing the mysterious Crippy from south Florida together with the ECS, considered one of the best Diesel strains. Shoreline Genetics was able to acquire a Crippy male from a Cuban guy in South Florida to bring this strain out to the masses. Medium yields of a very unique flavor profile similar to dryer sheets from the Crippy side and gas smells from the ECS side.
**All clones are $25.95 each. Buy 5, get the 6th for 1 penny!**  
CASH ONLY - BUY “AS IS” - NO RETURNS

**Chuckers Paradise - Seed Packs of regular sex seeds ($60.54 each pack)**
NOT AVAILABLE AS PENNY SEEDS

**Honey Sundae**  
Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  

**Hooch**  
Hybrid 9 week f1 polyhybrid  
- Dessert Breath x Mimosa. Medium-tall plants with medium to high yields. Baked goods, orange, fermented fruit smells and tastes with a head & body blast high. Bred by Genuity - check out his posts on rollitup.org.

**Girly Drinks**  
Slightly Indica 8 weeks f1 polyhybrid  

*We suggest joining an online forum like rollitup.org, thcfarmer.com or opengrow.com to learn more about organic gardening methods. You can find experts on these forums that love to help. Ask questions but use the search feature first. **It’s all there and it’s all free!**

**OCC TYPE OF EFFECT SCALE:**

SATIVA = 100% "up" like effect, like drinking coffee. Get a lot done, motivating type effects.

MOSTLY SATIVA = energizing and refreshing but not as much of a jolt of energy. Great for exploring and being creative.

SLIGHTLY SATIVA = refreshing feeling, daydreaming. Less energizing if at all.

HYBRID = 50/50 sativa/indica effects where you could feel a rush of energy and then it fades to a body high or perhaps some other combination of sativa and indica effects at once.

SLIGHTLY INDICA = Relaxing type feel with not much body. No couch lock.

MOSTLY INDICA = Very relaxing slight body pain relief feel, can cause couch lock. Can cause drowsiness.

INDICA = All body feel, couch lock, pain relief, induces sleep.